By Jake Hurfurt
WE all know it’s irritating,
unsightly and unhygienic, but one
case of dog fouling has been logged
by police as a racist hate crime.
The incident is among numerous
alleged hate crimes uncovered by
The Mail on Sunday that critics say
are so petty they are undeserving
of police time and expense.
Further examples in a list of more
than 2,500 alleged ‘hate incidents’
logged by the Metropolitan Police
in 2015 and 2016 include:
l  An envelope that had been opened
and resealed;
l  An accident involving a car that
bore a Remembrance poppy;
l  A disputed line call in a tennis
match;
l  A dead rat found in a garden;
l  And a man telling library staff
he was campaigning for Brexit.
Last night, David Davies, Tory
MP and former special constable,
said the recording of such ‘noncrimes’ was a waste of police time.
‘This is part of the reason that
police struggle to investigate serious offences such as home bur
glaries,’ he said. ‘People need to

‘Police are struggling to
investigate serious crime’
start thinking more carefully
before they call the police.’
The 2,507 hate incidents are
revealed in a 118-page document
disclosed under Freedom of Information laws.
A description of the dog fouling
incident reads: ‘An unknown dog
has fouled outside of victim address
and victim perceived this to be a
racial incident.’ Another caninerelated case logged as an alleged
hate crime says: ‘Suspect’s dog
barking at victim.’
On another occasion, a supposed
victim of racial abuse reported
that he ‘believes a letter addressed
to him was opened and then
resealed before he had collected it
from the Post Office’.
Several of the claims were over
parking disputes or car crashes.
One entry says: ‘Unknown suspect
has reversed into victim’s car causing extensive damage. Victim perceives to be a hate crime as she had
a poppy in front of her car.’
Another man claimed that his
neighbours were parking only outside his house and were ‘targeting
him due to him being black’. Disputes between neighbours feature
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The dog who fell
foul of the Met’s
hate crime unit
alamy

10

Just one of 2,500 cases
investigated in 2 years
1 Canine clash

A ‘victim’ complained to police
that an unknown dog had fouled
an area outside their home and
they believed this was a racially
motivated incident.

2 All ears

3 Poppycock?

One woman said she felt she
had been a victim of hate crime
after someone reversed into her
car because she was displaying
a poppy on the front of it.

4 Hate mail

A woman put her ear up to her
neighbours’ door and heard them
talking about trying to get her
moved out, which she reported
as a race-hate crime.

Another complainant claimed
racial abuse because a letter
addressed to him had been
opened and resealed before he
collected it from the Post Office.

prominently. One entry says: ‘Victim on hearing her neighbours in
their house has put her ear up to
their door to hear what they
are talking about. In a conversation they have referred to her as
[redacted] and made remarks of
trying to get her moved out.’
Another reads: ‘Witness has had
parking issues with her next-door
neighbour, their children apparently throw stones and balls over
the garden fence. Witness has
recently found a dead rat in garden
and perceives this to be racist.’
On another occasion, a resident
in a block of flats reported that a

neighbour was racially abusing
them by ‘smoking heavily’.
Meanwhile, an angry father called
police after his daughter lost a tennis match to complain the defeat
was due to a racist umpire. ‘Informant feels his daughter was subjected to racial discrimination at a
tennis match where line calls went
against her,’ the incident log reads.
Other arguments involved
unhappy customers in shops, pubs
and on public transport.
They include one person who
felt a bus driver had given them a
‘racist look’ and a woman thrown
out of a pub for being ‘drunk,

aggressive and erratic’ who told
police she had been targeted
‘because she is Polish’.
In a separate complaint, a pupil
struggling in a swimming lesson
reported his teacher for ‘faithbased abuse’ for speaking to him in
an ‘abrupt manner’.
Current rules mean police have to
record any allegation described as
motivated by prejudice as a hate
incident, even if it is insufficiently
serious to be regarded as a crime.
And control room staff are
required to note down the details
even if the informant does not want
any action to be taken.

SCOTLAND YARD has withdrawn
claims it has 900 officers dedicated
to investigating alleged hate crimes.
Met police chiefs were criticised
for bragging about the resources
during a surge in London murders.
One tweet boasted: ‘We have
900+ specialist officers dedicated

to investigating all hate crime.’
All references have now been
removed after the force admitted
that while 900 detectives
working with Community Safety
and Safeguarding Units in each of
London’s boroughs have had hate
crime training, they devote most

of their time to investigating
domestic abuse.
It said: ‘We found a number of
tweets gave the impression 900
officers were “dedicated” to the
investigation of hate crime… This
information was incorrect and at
the first opportunity was removed.’

BAD BOY: It is not known if the
guilty dog was a dachshund like this
one, or indeed any kind of German

Mystery of missing 900 special investigators

The Vicar
of Dibley’s
‘cheeky’ star
dies aged 89
By Liz Perkins
JOHN BLUTHAL, a stalwart
of British sitcoms, has died
at the age of 89.
The actor was best-known
for playing Frank Pickle, the
likable but dull parish council
secretary in The Vicar Of
Dibley, and for his work with
Spike Milligan in the late
1950s and early 1960s.
His Vicar Of Dibley co-star
Dawn French yesterday paid
tribute to him on Twitter,
writing: ‘Tons of happy laughs
remembered today. Cheeky,
naughty, hilarious. Bye
darlin Bluey.’
Mr Bluthal, who died on
Thursday, was born in 1929 in
Poland. His family fled the

VETERAN: Bluthal as
nice but dull Frank Pickle
Nazis in 1938 and set up home
in Australia, where he
studied drama. He arrived in
Britain in 1956.
In the early 1960s, he
performed with Sid James in
the hit sitcom Citizen James
and later had roles in TV shows
including Jonathan Creek, Last
Of The Summer Wine, One Foot
In The Grave and ’Allo ’Allo.
His film credits included the
Beatles films Help! and A
Hard Day’s Night, Labyrinth,
Revenge Of The Pink Panther
and The Fifth Element.
One of his last roles was
opposite George Clooney and
Channing Tatum in the
Coen Brothers’ 2016 Oscarnominated film Hail, Caesar!

